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All the way home, the little girl still hadn’t woken up, perhaps because she was too scared before, so on 

the way the little girl’s little hands were clinging to Ji Feng’s clothes. In desperation, Ji Feng had to put 

the little girl in Bai Zhu’s bedroom on the ground floor, so that if she woke up she could always find an 

adult. 

After arranging Yao Yao, several people then settled down on the sofa in the living room, Qin Shujie’s 

eyebrows were still a bit angry, and Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei were whispering comfortingly next to her. 

“Shu-jie, I think you need to think about it.” Ji Feng sat down next to him and said in a deep voice. 

“Hmm?!” Qin Shujie was slightly stunned. 

Ji Feng said, “Right now you are busy with things in the company while taking care of Yao Yao, that’s 

enough to keep you busy, even if you are as meticulous as you are, you can’t do everything, so I think it’s 

necessary for you to think about changing your lifestyle.” 

Qin Shujie nodded thoughtfully. 

Ji Feng added: “I am recently helping you find a suitable bodyguard, you can let her pick up Yoyo during 

normal times, but, if anything happens, you won’t be able to react in the first place, so I think it’s time 

for you to adjust your focus.” 

“Bodyguard?!” 

Qin Shujie was stunned, she really didn’t know that Ji Feng was actually looking for a bodyguard for her. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Yes, whether it’s your current wealth or you living alone with Yao Yao, you 

need a helper, a personal bodyguard is the best!” 

He had long realised that Qin Shujie would definitely be a bit overwhelmed with Yoyo on her own. It was 

fine when the company was small, she wasn’t too busy at that time, but as the jewellery company 

became bigger and bigger, there would definitely be too many things to do next. 

As a result, it would be difficult for Qin Shujie to find the time to take care of Yoyo, and even if she could 

barely find the time, she would definitely not be so attentive. 

So, helping Qin Shujie to find a personal bodyguard would be very necessary! 

“Yes Shu-jie, Ji Feng is right!” 

Xiao Yuxuan also agreed with Ji Feng, she nodded her head and said, “You have to take care of both your 

company and home now, you are simply too busy, and most importantly, you are a woman, you are in a 

vulnerable position a lot of the time, if there is really any trouble, it is much better to have a bodyguard 

around you!” 

Although Qin Shujie also belonged to the category of strong women, at least her wealth was already an 

astronomical amount in the eyes of many ordinary people, the vast majority of people would not be 

able to earn so much money in their lifetime, but, even though a woman had more money, she also had 

a natural disadvantage. 



For example, in a situation like today’s, if Qin Shujie hadn’t happened to be here with them, but she had 

gone over alone, how would that Xu He and Zhang Xinju have put her in their sights by then? 

Women are inherently kind of vulnerable in many cases, there’s no way around it! 

Even if Qin Shujie had revealed her identity or directly used all her energy, Zhang Xinju was scared, and 

Xu He gave face and gave in, what could be done? The most that could be done was to let the police 

intervene, but although Yao Yao was beaten up, it did not constitute a minor injury, so the most that 

could be done was to detain the person for a few days, so what could be done? 

But with a man present, it was different. Ji Feng could beat them to the flesh and make them cry for Yao 

Yao’s sake, and he could also torture them so much that their screams could be heard in the courtyard! 

And if there was a bodyguard around, when the time came, even if Ji Feng wasn’t there, he could give 

the other party an equally hard lesson! 

Qin Shujie was somewhat moved by the words, she nodded slightly and said: “Actually, I have thought 

about finding a personal bodyguard, but those bodyguards from the security companies on the market 

now, I am somewhat …… not too used to them! And male bodyguards I hadn’t considered, so I just kept 

putting it off!” 

Ji Feng said, “Leave that aspect to me, I’m already helping you find one!” 

Qin Shujie then gave a hmmm and nodded her head. 

Ji Feng patted her hand, knowing that she was in a bad mood, and could only comfort her. But in reality, 

what Ji Feng really wanted to say was that he wanted Qin Shujie to be able to move in as well, so that 

when the time came he could know at the first sign of something, and even if he went out and wasn’t in 

Jiangzhou, Xiao Yuxuan and the girls would be able to help her. 

The reverse is also true, if Xiao Yuxuan and the girls are in any kind of trouble, then Qin Shujie can also 

help. 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get the best out of the company. 

…… 

The light above the operating room door of Jiangzhou First Hospital was on, and a group of people were 

standing at the door of the operating room, several of them walking back and forth looking very anxious, 

while a middle-aged woman was wiping her tears and cursing. 

“Damn it, how dare you beat up the oldest and youngest like this, both legs are broken!” 

“Which thug did this, he should be arrested and killed by a thousand cuts!” 

“Old Chen, you must catch the man, you must not let the thug who beat the old man go!” 

The middle-aged woman said angrily. 

Chen Kui’s head was pounding from the noise, he couldn’t help but glare and grunted, “Arresting 

people? Do you know what’s going on? Do you know what kind of person is beating up the old and 

young?!” 



The middle-aged woman snapped, “I don’t care who it is, if you beat up my brother like this, you 

deserve to die! Aren’t you the head of the city bureau? Don’t you have the trust of your superiors? You 

have a gun in your hand and you can’t even protect my brother! He’s your brother-in-law!” 

“You ……” 

Chen Kui was furious and could only grunt coldly, but some gloom surfaced between his eyebrows. 

In fact, he knew what kind of goods this brother-in-law of his was, he was usually extraordinarily 

arrogant, but since he hadn’t caused any big trouble before and had his wife to protect him, he would 

often just turn a blind eye to it and come to a blind eye. 

In fact, his wife is not to blame for being so protective of his younger brother, because there is a 

difference of more than ten years between their ages, and the old man died early in the family, so it can 

be said that she, the older sister, has brought up Xu He almost all by herself. 

This has led to her indulgence in Xu He, which has resulted in Xu He becoming more and more reckless. 

The doctor’s face showed that she didn’t know how effective the operation would be. I’m afraid that it 

would be difficult for Xu He to stand up for the rest of his life. 

“Pop!” 

Just then, the door of the operating room opened and a doctor came out, Chen Kui’s wife hurried over 

and hurriedly asked, “Doctor, how is my brother doing?” 

The doctor, however, shook his head and said, “I’m sorry, the patient’s knee was too badly traumatised, 

we’ve done our best, but ……” 

The middle-aged woman’s face changed, “You, what do you mean?!” 

The doctor shook his head and said, “I’m sorry, we did the best we could!” 

“You bullshit!” 

The middle-aged woman was instantly furious: “You are all simply a bunch of quacks, you ……” 

Chen Kui saw that his wife was going crazy, he was so angry that he dragged her aside and shouted, 

“What are you mad about! Can the doctor save it will not save it?” 

“It’s all your fault!” 

When the middle-aged woman saw that Chen Kui was even angry with herself, she immediately pointed 

the finger at Chen Kui and said angrily, “Since you are still the head of the Municipal Bureau, you can’t 

even protect your brother-in-law and let him get beaten up so badly, how dare you be angry with me? 

Chen Kui was also furious: “Shut up! What do you know, you woman? It was your brother who hit 

someone else’s child first, and that angered him, and that’s why he did it to your brother! It’s your 

brother who is to blame for this!” 



“So what if he hit the child? It’s a good thing he didn’t kill him!” The middle-aged woman snapped, 

“Chen Kui, go and send someone to arrest the person who hit my brother now, or I’ll send someone 

myself to ……” 

“Shut the hell up!” 

Chen Kui roared low, pressing his voice and gritting his teeth, “The person who beat up your brother is 

the nephew of a high city official, it’s Ji Feng! It’s Ji Shao Lei’s cousin, you hear me?! Why don’t you go 

and arrest him? If you have the guts, you go and arrest him now! I’ll see how you get the man here, and 

let me, Chen, learn too!” 

“…… who?!” 

The middle-aged woman froze. 

Chen Kui gritted his teeth and said, “Your brother hit someone else’s child first and the two sides 

clashed before your brother got beaten up, I had already called personally before that, otherwise, they 

would have wanted more than just your brother’s two legs, they intended to take your brother’s life!” 

“……” 

The middle-aged woman was already dumbfounded, she looked at Chen Kui in shock, unable to say 

anything for a long time. 

Chen Kui saw that he had finally subdued this crazy woman of his own family, he then grunted, for this 

sibling in fact he had long been annoyed, if not to maintain the apparent stability of his family’s 

character and stability, he would have wanted to divorce this woman, now he was also annoyed. 

“Old, old Chen, how did the old little one offend Ji Feng?!” Although the middle-aged woman was 

domineering, she was not stupid, she naturally knew who Ji Feng was and what this meant. 

“Who knows how to offend him, who am I going to ask if you ask me? If you want to know, ask that 

precious brother of yours yourself!” Chen Kui snorted coldly. 

Suddenly, footsteps sounded, and they saw Xu He being pushed out from the operating room. The 

middle-aged woman no longer dared to make a scene, but just wiped her tears vigorously and hurriedly 

trotted over. 

Chen Kui couldn’t help but shake his head, but there was a haze in his eyes. 

He didn’t expect that Ji Feng would be so disrespectful, and even more so, he didn’t expect that Ji Feng 

wouldn’t give any face at all, and even beat Xu He into such a state that he could be said to be directly 

crippled, and even the best hospital in Jiangzhou couldn’t cure him! 

This was not beating Xu He, this was clearly beating him, Chen Kui! 

Moreover, it was a vicious slap in his face! 

Chen Kui stood in front of the corridor window looking out and couldn’t help but say to himself, “Young 

Ji, Young Ji, you’re really hard on him!” 
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Sitting in the car, Ji Feng looked calm, but his eyes were slightly narrowed. 

This was already the next day. 

The day before, Zhang Xinju’s noble kindergarten had already been investigated by the higher district 

education bureau, and Zhang Xinju himself, needless to say, was directly sent to the hospital. Although Ji 

Feng had not dealt him a fatal blow, the injuries on Zhang Xinju’s face and body would not be too good 

for the rest of his life! 

Especially his face, which was so bloody from his own scratches that his family could barely recognise 

him when they saw him! 

It was almost impossible to recover from such an injury, even with a skin graft, because he had 

scratched himself so hard that the wound was deep. 

Besides, it’s hard to say whether Qiu Pengfei will give him the chance to recover from the surgery! 

As for Xu He, it is said that he was sent to the Jiangzhou First People’s Hospital yesterday to be rescued, 

which also alerted many authoritative experts in orthopedics, but I heard that in the end, it was to no 

avail, and neither of his legs were saved! 

Xu He’s sarcastic wife was also admitted to the hospital. Although she was not seriously injured, she had 

a few broken ribs, and the most serious thing was her psychological breakdown. 

So the three members of Xu He’s family are all in hospital, and it’s a family reunion of sorts! 

However, this did not mean that the matter was over, because early the next morning, Ji Feng received a 

call from his second brother, Ji Shaolei, saying that his second uncle, Ji Zhenguo, had asked him to come 

over. 

Ji Feng knew that eight out of ten times it was related to what happened yesterday! 

But because second uncle Ji Zhenguo had to go to work, Ji Feng deliberately chose to arrive at second 

uncle’s house during his break at noon. As expected, once Ji Zhenguo saw him, he suddenly asked 

before he could say a few words, “Why did you clash with the relatives of Chief Chen’s family again? 

“Chen Kui’s brother-in-law, right?!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and asked, “What, did Chen Kui go to you to sue?!” 

If that was the case, then this Chen Kui’s tone was really too low, which was not in line with the status of 

the head of the titled Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau. 

Ji Zhenguo said, “Do you think that Chen Kui is as petty as you? For a little conflict between children, he 

even beat someone up like that!” 

“A conflict between children? And a little conflict?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but say, “Second Uncle, I can 

treat this as a little conflict between children, but Chen Kui’s brother-in-law and their two families don’t 

think so, otherwise, I wouldn’t want to deal with people like them!” 

A little conflict between children? 



This was something that Ji Feng was not happy to hear, Second Uncle was not there and did not know 

the exact situation at that time. Yes, it was true that it was just a little conflict between children, that 

was true, but the moment Xu He and his family hit Yao Yao, the nature of this matter changed! 

It was Xu He and his wife who had complicated what had been a simple matter, and what they had done 

was the main reason why they had ended up in the situation they were in today! 

“You!” 

Ji Zhenguo shook his head and said, “But why would you do something so cruel?” 

Ji Shaolei suddenly said, “Dad, I think Lao San did the right thing, those bastards were the ones who 

killed each other. Even if they accidentally hurt the other kid, they should settle the matter by 

negotiation, why hit the kid? They don’t even think about it, if Lao San went over there and beat their 

kids up without saying anything, do you think they would be willing to do that?” 

“You’re the one who talks too much!” 

Ji Zhenguo glared at him and admonished, “If you don’t have a brain, think more!” 

Ji Shaolei was a bit helpless, how could he be brainless? Wasn’t this the way things were supposed to 

be? 

“Little Feng, I’m not criticising you, but what is your daughter’s relationship with you? I heard that Chen 

Kui even called you personally to plead with you, but you still did what you wanted to do! Is there such a 

thing, right?” Ji Zhenguo asked. 

“Well, it’s like that!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “I don’t really have any friendship with Chen Kui, moreover, he spoke 

somewhat inappropriately, so I ignored him!” 

Ji Zhenguo then nodded slowly and didn’t say anything else. 

However, Ji Feng was able to figure out a little bit of flavor, and he asked, “Second Uncle, how did you 

know that Chen Kui personally called me to plead for mercy?” 

If he remembered correctly, when Chen Kui called him, there were only a few of them at the scene, like 

a few people who knew, such as Xu He and Zhang Xinju, who were already in the hospital, while a few 

teachers and security guards at the scene didn’t know who called at all. 

So, who spread the news? 

And how did Second Uncle know about it? 

If you think about it, it seems that someone deliberately spread the news in the middle of it, right? Just 

by thinking about it a little bit, I could probably tell who had spread the news. 

Hmm! 



The director of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau personally called Ji Feng to plead for mercy, but Ji Feng 

didn’t even shrug it off and continued to do as he pleased, crippling Chen Kui’s brother-in-law, but Chen 

Kui could only do nothing about it! 

  

…… This kind of rumor, I’m afraid, has been spread from the moment the news spread, and will lead to a 

large number of people who do not know but like to follow the clouds to say so Ji Feng, and then 

mention him and think that he is a second world ancestor, cursing at him… … 

“Figured it out?!” 

Seeing a slight change in Ji Feng’s expression, Ji Zhenguo asked, but in his heart he was secretly nodding, 

this kid, he was really good, his brain was turning fast, he had just said this himself, he quickly thought of 

something unusual. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Second uncle, I figured it out. This news, did Chief Chen spread it?” 

Ji Zhenguo gave him a look and said, “I just said you were smart, why is your brain confused again?” 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng faintly froze, but immediately he thought about this, whether or not it was Chen Kui who spread 

this news, but at least from now on, or from the time this news circulated, the conflict between him and 

Chen Kui, even if he wanted to cover it up, he couldn’t cover it up. 

The first time the news spreads, it will be impossible for him and Chen Kui to ease up even if they want 

to. At least, even if Chen Kui is more generous, or can pull off his face and put down his stance, his face 

as the head of the Municipal Bureau is still necessary! 

The first thing you need to do is to get the information out. 

If it was Chen Kui or someone close to him who spread the news, then he thought Chen Kui was just as 

good as he could be, not worthy of much use, because once the news spread, their conflict would be out 

in the open, and it was an indisputable fact that second uncle Ji Zhenguo was a hand in Jiangzhou. 

The people around them, knowing the conflict between them, even if they remain neutral, will more or 

less look at the face of Ji Zhenguo and slightly distance themselves from Chen Kui. 

Such is human nature! 

And what this means for Chen Kui is naturally self-explanatory, Chen Kui may even face the situation and 

end of a rebellion against his own people! 

If this news was spread by Chen Kui, he didn’t even think of this? Perhaps because he said it in a fit of 

anger after seeing his brother-in-law’s injuries, or just did it, then Ji Feng would likewise consider this 

person to be unfit for great use! 

Since ancient times, but all people who have great achievements definitely have overachievers, if they 

do not even have this point of determination and a cool head, how much more can they achieve? 

But …… what if the news wasn’t spread by Chen Kui?! 



Then this would be interesting! 

That would mean that someone wanted him to fight Chen Kui and then to profit from it or to achieve 

some ulterior motive! 

But whichever it was, it wasn’t good news for Ji Feng, after all, once this conflict between him and Chen 

Kui became public, it would still affect his image more or less, and even affect his reputation! 

“Second Uncle, can you find out where this news came from?!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but ask. He didn’t 

have a clue for the time being, but since Second Uncle knew so well, then perhaps he knew who the 

news was spread by! 

“Since someone is intent on causing trouble, how would it be so easy for you to find out?!” Ji Zhenguo 

said. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, pondering. 

Ji Zhenguo said, “In the future, it’s best to do things after considering them maturely, the ancient people 

say think twice before acting, if you don’t eat a big loss, it’s hard to understand the essence of this 

saying, Little Feng, I hope you can remember and apply this saying well, don’t really wait until you suffer 

a loss before waking up, because that’s already too late!” 

Ji Feng nodded heavily, “Rather, I remember.” 

Ji Zhenguo didn’t say anything more, he had also come from Ji Feng’s age and knew the fervor and 

impulsiveness of this age, compared to other people of his age, Ji Feng had done quite well. 

So, at this moment, what Ji Zhenguo was more interested in was still the identity of that daughter of Ji 

Feng’s and her parents! 

Ji Feng said with some embarrassment, “That’s my goddaughter …… me and her mother are good 

friends!” 

Ji Zhenguo shook his head, “You!” 

After having lunch at Second Uncle’s house, because he was so busy with work, Second Uncle just took a 

short break and went back to work, while Ji Shaolei pulled Ji Feng to the side. 

“Old Third, I suspect that this might really be Chen Kui’s doing!” Ji Shaolei said. 

“What do you mean?!” Ji Feng asked at once. 

“This old boy Chen Kui is not as thick as he looks, this is a slippery one!” Ji Shaolei said, “Moreover, this 

old brat doesn’t seem to agree with your second uncle on some things ……” 
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Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown: “Second brother, what exactly does that mean?!” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Don’t be in a hurry, listen to me slowly tell you.” He said, he handed Ji Feng a cigarette, 

after lighting it then said, “You also know, since Zheng Yuanshan left, Chen Kui came up, but then, 

because at that time the Wu family and certain people exerted pressure and say something, in order to 



avoid suspicion, so in the issue of the city bureau candidate, your second uncle did not speak, but let 

Mayor Li mention the candidate. ” 

Ji Feng slowly nodded his head, he knew about this matter. 

At that time when Zheng Yuanshan left Jiangzhou for Southern Guangdong, he was still surprised, while 

later Chen Kui’s sudden rise to the top took him even more by surprise. 

Because Chen Kui was not Second Uncle’s man! 

This meant that in many matters, Second Uncle was not able to make it like an arm. 

But what was even more strange to Ji Feng was that Second Uncle didn’t say anything on the matter and 

didn’t respond to it as if it was completely normal. 

“And then what?!” Ji Feng asked. 

“And then?” 

Ji Shaolei suddenly gave a cold laugh and said, “Third child, I can guarantee that you won’t be able to 

guess what will happen next!” 

Seeing him like this, Ji Feng vaguely sensed that there might be something unexpected for him, and he 

laughed, “Tell me quickly, don’t sell the story!” 

Ji Shaolei lowered his voice and said, “Only later did I learn that this Chen Kui was not Mayor Li 

Baoyuan’s man either!” 

Ji Feng froze at his words, “What?! Second brother, you’re not mistaken, are you?” 

In any city, it was impossible for the first or second in command to let such a top priority unit as the 

municipal bureau not be under their control, and something that was not under the control of two 

leaders at the same time was even rarer! 

What’s more, it’s an international metropolis like Jiangzhou, the pearl city of China? 

Ji Feng was really too surprised to hear this news, he almost didn’t expect it! 

“What the hell is going on?!” Ji Feng asked. 

“I can’t tell you the exact reason, your second uncle won’t tell me the way in between, I guess he wants 

me to understand it myself, but you know my personality, how can I have the heart to figure this out!” Ji 

Shaolei shook his head and said, “However, last time I chatted with the boss, the boss said that this Chen 

Kui is probably trying to gain advantage over your second uncle and Mayor Li at the same time!” 

Ji Feng frowned: “Really?! Is that really what big brother said?!” 

Ji Shaolei nodded, “Not bad at all! But at that time, the boss also said that since he didn’t know the exact 

situation, perhaps there could be a misunderstanding, but he said that the director of the city bureau 

wasn’t a very sensitive position for the top, and there was no need for your second uncle to hide him 

……” 

“That’s right!” 



Ji Feng slowly nodded his head and said, “Boss is right!” 

He knew that when Ji Shaodong said hiding, he was referring to the matter of Mayor Li Baoyuan. 

Previously, everyone had always thought that there was a great fight between Second Uncle Ji Zhenguo 

and Mayor Li Baoyuan, but only after Ji Feng saw Li Baoyuan appear at Second Uncle’s house with Li 

Weibing and Li Ruonan did it suddenly dawn on him that this was what was going on. 

That so-called dragon fight between the first and second in command was actually all an illusion, it was 

something that Second Uncle wanted others to see! 

As for who he wanted to show it to, it was naturally self-explanatory, those who had ill intentions, those 

with ill intentions, and some people from above …… 

After all, the Ji family has really been too strong in recent years, first Ji Zhenhua entered the central 

position as a key position, and then Ji Zhen Guo sat in Jiangzhou and will probably also enter the central 

position, which is a lot of people’s nerves are tense. 

You know, generally these families are concentrating the strength of the whole family to train one 

person, almost rarely two brothers enter the pivot at the same time, and the Ji family has almost done it 

now, but excessive strength is not necessarily a good thing, proper hiding is also necessary. 

This is why outsiders can see a scene where Ji Zhenguo and Li Baoyuan are fighting in the open. At least 

in the opinion of some people, Ji Zhenguo, as a handful, can already be considered a leader, but 

surprisingly, he still can’t completely hold Li Baoyuan down, which means that Ji Zhenguo’s ability is 

problematic! 

So, even if a person who is not capable is able to sit in a high position with the power of his family, how 

many years can he sit? Can he sit firmly? 

That’s why it’s necessary to hide the relationship with Li Baoyuan! 

However, Chen Kui’s position was not so sensitive and there was no need to hide his relationship with 

him. Then, I am afraid that there is something wrong with this Chen Kui’s position. 

“Be careful with this person!” Ji Shaolei reminded. 

“I have it in my heart!” 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully, it looked like it was really necessary to find a suitable opportunity to feel 

out this Chen Kui’s bottom, otherwise, for Jiangzhou, Chen Kui’s position was really somewhat deadly, it 

might be able to spoil big things at critical moments! 

After all, he sometimes does things that are too drastic and require the cooperation of the police, so you 

can’t just ask for Xiang Yongzhan’s help whenever you have something in the future, right? 

Besides, Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t stay in Jiangzhou all the time, then Ji Feng might face the 

embarrassing situation of not being able to find anyone. 

“Eh, if this Chen Kui is really trying to get around, then second uncle and Mayor Li should both have 

something in mind, ah, since they let Chen Kui go, that might mean that Chen Kui is perhaps not a big 

problem?” Ji Feng frowned. 



“That’s not necessarily true!” 

Ji Shaolei spread his hands and said, “I don’t know exactly, but this is something you can talk to the two 

of you properly with the boss later, don’t look for me for this kind of brainstorming matter.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Didn’t expect you either!” 

“Brat!” 

…… 

Returning from the family compound of the municipal party committee, Ji Feng was still mulling over 

what Ji Shaolei said in his heart, in fact, he also felt that this Chen Kui might have a problematic position 

and an ambiguous attitude. 

Of course, Ji Feng didn’t expect to treat Jiangzhou as his own backyard, but at least the police couldn’t 

target him when he hadn’t committed a crime, this was not only not cooperating, but also following the 

trouble! That’s no way to go! 

Especially now that he and Chen Kui have made a mess of Xu He’s is going, it’s all the more necessary to 

think carefully about it. 

After a few moments of deliberation, Ji Feng dialed his boss, Ji Shaodong’s phone number, and then told 

him about Chen Kui’s matter and also mentioned his doubts. 

Ji Shaodong said, “Personally, I think that in fact, your second uncle and Mayor Li both know that Chen 

Kui’s ass is not right, but the reason why they didn’t move him, I’m afraid they also want to show 

weakness.” 

“Showing weakness?!” 

“That’s right. It’s not exactly good for our family to be too popular right now, it’s easy to arouse 

suspicion when you’re too sharp. But Eldest Uncle’s current position dictates that his side can’t be in 

chaos, East Anhui and East China can’t be in chaos, and the only thing that can be in chaos is Jiangzhou! 

Let some people put their hands in and think they have their way, it’s quite interesting!” Ji Shaodong 

laughed. 

Ji Feng immediately understood, and in his heart, he could not help but secretly say powerful, the boss is 

the boss, the vision and experience of seeing the problem is what he needs to learn. 

Ji Shaodong’s meaning is already very clear, this is the second uncle is giving the illusion of chaos, father 

Ji Zhenhua there is already a more sensitive and critical position, can not be chaotic. While Anhui East 

and East China are the Ji family’s stronghold, there can’t be chaos there either, so naturally the only 

thing that can be chaotic is Jiangzhou. 

Then, Chen Kui is probably one of the generals arranged by certain forces to come in, and it is their hand 

that reaches out! 

It is no wonder why, knowing that Chen Kui might have a problem with his stance, both Second Uncle 

and Li Baoyuan acted as if they did not see it, and it turned out to be this reason. 



I’m afraid that in some people’s eyes, Chen Kui has obtained Li Baoyuan’s support, so they can already 

stand apart from Second Uncle, which is tantamount to their people getting a firm foothold in 

Jiangzhou. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, the struggle was really too complicated, a lot of things in 

between without thinking carefully, really die without knowing how to die. 

He feels that it is better for him not to play politics, otherwise I am afraid that his hair will fall out sooner 

than later, and it is useless to use his brain so intensely to cultivate his mind even if it is high. 

However, Ji Feng did figure out why Second Uncle had called him over after he knew he had clashed 

with Chen Kui. I’m afraid that Second Uncle had already understood what had happened and only 

wanted to see what his attitude was and whether he would do something out of the ordinary. 

He didn’t say anything afterwards, apparently he was still satisfied. 

Ji Feng then couldn’t help but shake his head and smile bitterly, Second Uncle was even more serious 

than his father, and spoke even less, often preferring to let him come to his own understanding. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng asked his sister Li Yantong and Li Yueqin about their situation, and then ended the 

call with Ji Shaodong. 

“Chen Kui ……” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng pondered for a moment and smiled, “It’s really hard for him too!” 

Back home, Ji Feng unexpectedly found that both Qin Shujie and Xiao Yuxuan hadn’t gone to work, but 

were teasing Yao Yao in the yard, Xiao Ying also joined in, several people were doing some kind of game, 

and Yao Yao’s little face finally showed a smile, giggling and running back and forth, looking like they 

were going crazy playing! 

Tong Lei didn’t go straight to the game, but it looked as if she was refereeing it, and the villa courtyard 

was filled with the sound of laughter. 

Seeing Ji Feng return, Tong Lei beckoned, “Ji Feng, come and be the referee, I need to go out.” 

The school side was still under construction, she had to go over there to take a look and there was some 

other work to be done. Ji Feng nodded and instructed Tong Lei to be careful when she went out, before 

she picked up Yao Yao, the little girl was overjoyed to see him. 

Ji Feng first checked the little girl’s injuries and found that there was basically nothing wrong with them, 

the few bulges on her head had basically subsided, the finger marks on her little face had long since 

disappeared, and after she returned last night Qin Shujie also boiled an egg for the little girl to slowly 

put on, so now it is almost invisible. 

What makes Ji Feng happy is that at least these few days, before Yao Yao has completely recovered, Qin 

Shujie still has to take her to stay here, after all, there are many people here, once playing the little girl 

can easily forget those terrible things. 

And seeing Ji Feng even made the little girl extra happy, until Ji Feng received a phone call from Xiang 

Yongzhan, the little girl did not want to get down from his arms. 



“Older brother, you’d better come over now if you have time, the expert group sent from above will 

come tomorrow, the matter of the bodyguard should still be fixed today!” Xiang Yongzhan said. 

“That’s certainly good!” Ji Feng was naturally begging for it. 
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When Ji Feng arrived at the military compound, it was already late in the evening. It was a good thing 

that the compound was on the outskirts of the city and was still some distance away from the city, 

otherwise, the traffic would have been a real problem. 

“This is your office?!” 

Ji Feng looked around and was curious: “I didn’t expect you to have an office, tsk, it’s not badly 

decorated!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was speechless and said in a good-natured manner, “How come I can’t have an office? 

Anyway, I’m at least a captain of the special forces, so I should have an office according to my rank!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “The point is, isn’t it not good to change offices too often?” 

Xiang Yongzhan was stunned: “Changed too often? 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “If I remember correctly, the first few times I came here, your office was not 

this one, right? The decoration was just ordinary, look at this office you have now ……” 

He had been here quite a few times before, and he had been to Xiang Yongzhan’s office a few times, but 

at that time, Xiang Yongzhan’s office was just ordinary, nothing special. The office is now decorated in a 

very grand and imposing way, although it is not worth mentioning compared to the luxurious offices of 

leaders of local government departments, but as far as the military district premises are concerned, it is 

already quite good. 

Xiang Yongzhan said smugly, “I don’t want to not tell you, kid, my brother has two offices here, so 

what?!” 

“Two offices?!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but stare at his words, and then he reacted and said, “It’s one for the military 

district and one for the special operations brigade, right?” 

He had forgotten that Xiang Yongzhan was not only the brigade leader of the Special Combat Brigade, 

but also had a position in the Jiangzhou Military Region and belonged only to the Jinling Military Region, 

which should actually be called the Jiangzhou Military Sub-district, which also belonged to the Jinling 

Grand Military Region. 

The Special Warfare Brigade, on the other hand, is directly under the state, and like the Red Arrow 

Brigade, the local military sub-district cannot directly command a special force of this level. 

Since Xiang Yongzhan was wearing two hats, it was no surprise that he had two offices here. 

“That’s right!” Xiang Yongzhan nodded his head in acknowledgement, looking very smug, “How about it, 

envious of brother, right?” 



“Yes, envious, what about it?” Ji Feng asked. 

Xiang Yongzhan blurted out, “Simple!” He immediately said, “As long as you are willing, you can come to 

Jiangzhou Military Region anytime, no, not only Jiangzhou Military Region, several major military regions 

in the country are at your disposal, no matter where it is, the position is also negotiable!” 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “Such good conditions? Really?” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately said, “Of course it’s true, but I’m afraid you won’t want to come!” 

If Ji Feng really wanted to join the army, not to mention him, I’m afraid that even the Chief Minister 

would personally make a commitment, not to mention other things, based on Ji Feng’s previous 

achievements, even if he didn’t have any background, he would definitely receive special attention from 

the army! 

Ji Feng laughed: “If I really want to be a soldier, I will definitely come to you to go through the back 

door!” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately laughed and cursed, “Bullshit! I knew it, you kid still become a soldier …… 

you don’t make fun of brother, all right, feel free to sit yourself, there is tea in the cabinet behind the 

sofa, make it yourself.” 

As he spoke, Xiang Yongzhan picked up the phone on the table and prepared to call out. 

“Why did you choose to be here today?!” Ji Feng asked. The previous times Xiang Yongzhan had always 

been in another office. 

“It’s easier to talk over here!” Xiang Yongzhan said, “Not everyone can enter the Special Combat 

Brigade’s quarters, and besides, it’s a bit inappropriate to introduce you to bodyguards there.” 

Ji Feng then smiled, indeed, the Special Warfare Brigade was a special force that was to be kept strictly 

confidential, and it was true that outsiders could not be allowed in there casually. 

So, Ji Feng made himself a cup of tea, and then made a slightly lighter one for Bai Zhu, before sitting 

down on the sofa, pulling the ashtray on the coffee table to his heel, and simply lighting a cigarette and 

smoking it. 

The first thing I did was to light one for myself, and then looked at Ji Feng, “You’re sincere about being 

angry with me, aren’t you?” 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “How so?” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook the cigarette in his hand and said, “Do you usually smoke this?” 

This was a special supply, although the old man in the family could get it, but the problem was that the 

old man smoked less, so getting special supply cigarettes were basically taken away by those ministers 

who came to fight, so that Xiang Yongzhan could not say anything even if he wanted to stop it. 

But in Ji Feng’s case, it was a special offer? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting. 



Ji Feng laughed: “When I came back from Yanjing, I brought some back, the old man at home doesn’t 

smoke anyway!” 

This time in Yanjing, when he went to visit the old man, his health had weakened some more, so in order 

to make the old man smoke less, Ji Feng simply brought the vast majority of cigarettes back, and Ji 

Zhenhua didn’t smoke much, so he simply brought them all to Jiangzhou. 

When he went to his second uncle’s house in the morning, he did bring some for him, but there was still 

a lot left over. The cigarettes were not so much a status symbol for him, but just a pastime, so he took 

them with him and smoked them, but he didn’t expect to make Xiang Yongzhan so irritated. 

“Bring me a dozen of them later!” Xiang Yongzhan said in a very nonchalant manner. 

“Fine! As long as you get my job done, not to mention ten or so, even if it’s all for you.” Ji Feng laughed 

and said that for people of their status, there was no need to rely on foreign objects to set off their 

status. 

What Ji Feng is concerned about now is how many female bodyguards he can recruit today! 

The people introduced by Xiang Yongzhan came quickly, just ten minutes later, the knock on the door 

sounded, and then saw four female soldiers in military uniforms walked in. 

As soon as they came in, Ji Feng felt a brightness in front of his eyes, and felt a sense of valor, not only 

because these four female soldiers were wearing military uniforms, but because they had a very 

competent walking posture while wearing military uniforms, and every move they made carried a taste 

of valor. 

Just by looking at their walk, one could tell that these four female soldiers definitely had deep roots! 

“Pa!” 

Several female soldiers saluted to Xiang Yongzhan. 

Xiang Yongzhan returned the salute, told the four female soldiers to sit down and said, “Let me 

introduce you, this is Ji Feng, well, also a tycoon, he is the one who wants to hire you guys as 

bodyguards!” 

Ji Feng nodded to a few of them and added, “Not for me as a bodyguard, but for my girlfriend.” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded his head and said, “That’s right.” He then said to Ji Feng, “Ji Feng, these four are 

Li Ting, Chen Hua, Yang Wei and Zhang Li, they are all very elite soldiers in our military district, and they 

are among the best in terms of both physical skills and combat experience!” 

The four female soldiers were expressionless, as if it wasn’t them that Xiang Yongzhan was 

complimenting, nor were they modest or somewhat squirming like people usually are when they are 

complimented. 

Ji Feng glanced at Xiang Yongzhan. 



Xiang Yongzhan understood and said, “Besides, Li Ting and Chen Hua and the two of them have retired 

now, and Yang Wei and Zhang Li will also retire soon, so I think they are the most suitable and 

trustworthy ones, and you can definitely trust them, now what, you guys talk about it.” 

Once Ji Feng heard this, he understood that Li Ting and Chen Hua had already retired, which meant that 

they were once in the Special Operations Brigade, while Yang Wei and Zhang Li should be from the 

Jiangzhou Military Region, not part of the Special Operations Brigade, and one of them should be the 

very powerful person introduced to Yongzhan earlier, but who exactly Ji Feng didn’t know. 

The four female soldiers were all in the same room, and they were all in the same room. 

The four female soldiers all looked calm and did not look smug or self-effacing. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and continued, “Although I am near the water here, the benefits and treatment 

given and so on in all aspects will not be lower than those given in society, this is my guarantee, 

specifically, we can talk about it later, what I want to know now is what all of you have asked for, or 

rather, your intentions.” 

Several female soldiers looked at each other, more or less hesitantly, because they had not actually 

experienced this kind of thing, and seemed to have no idea what to say. 

Li Ting and Chen Hua were slightly calmer, it looked like they were afraid that they had already 

considered this aspect in the time since they had retired from the army, so now they were not without 

any direction at all, although they were also inexperienced. 

“I know that if you all go back home after retiring from the military, you may be able to get a secure job 

by asking for connections and going through the door, or you may be able to join a career unit or some 

other units that seem to have good benefits, but as I said earlier, the benefits I can give will definitely 

not be lower than what you can enjoy in society!” 

Ji Feng said, “This is the minimum guarantee! Apart from that, whatever else you guys want, just ask, as 

long as it’s something I can do, it’s no problem!” 

“You all still don’t know, right, the boss of Jiangzhou Tengfei Group is this guy’s girlfriend, because there 

is a certain amount of wealth has caused some people’s eyes, plus Tengfei Group has a very close 

cooperation with the military, it has also been coveted by many people, so the security issue has 

become the primary issue.” 

Xiang Yongzhan smiled beside him and said, “Putting that aside, if you guys work beside this guy, make 

your salary as high as you can, he can afford it!” 

The moment Ji Feng heard this, his heart fluttered and he secretly said, “High! 

Don’t look at Xiang Yongzhan didn’t say a few words, but every word was on the key, it seems that these 

four female soldiers seem to be moved! 
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I have to say, Xiang Yongzhan this guy sometimes seems to be big-headed, but this speech is still very 

skillful! 



After bringing the four female soldiers in, Xiang Yongzhan never mentioned any orders from above, let 

alone using his status to influence the four female soldiers, and when he spoke, he even intentionally or 

unintentionally put himself in their shoes, only at the end, he vaguely mentioned that the Tengfei Group 

had a very close cooperation with the military! 

This is enough! 

What does this mean? No doubt, with the education these four female soldiers had received over the 

years, even if they were to choose a job, they would definitely choose a job that served the country, 

whether it was a government unit or an enterprise, preferably with a good salary and the opportunity to 

continue serving the country. 

However, such units are not very easy to find, especially in a society where connections are more 

important than abilities, and without connections it is even more difficult to get around, and even if you 

have connections, you must have some money to get around. 

So don’t look at these four female soldiers who are all quite outstanding, and two of them are also 

retired soldiers from the Special Operations Brigade, but for some state units, in fact, very often their 

abilities are often less important than their connections and money. 

And those who wish to hire them are mostly private company owners, or to put it nicely, some rich 

people. 

If they were offered the same salary, they would certainly be willing to continue to serve their country. 

Xiang Yongzhan had vaguely mentioned the cooperation between the Tengfei Group and the military, 

which was undoubtedly leading them on. 

This guy is still quite cunning! 

However, Ji Feng liked this approach of his! Those government units didn’t care about these female 

soldiers, but Ji Feng knew how valuable and important they were, and as long as they could sincerely 

belong, Ji Feng was willing to pay some price for it. 

If it’s money …… money can solve the problem, it’s not a problem! The money is something outside of 

the body, as long as these female soldiers’ asking price is not too outrageous, Ji Feng has absolutely no 

second thoughts. 

As expected, Li Ting and Chen Hua and others looked at each other again and could see that they were 

all somewhat moved. 

Xiang Yongzhan gave a wink to Ji Feng, who instantly understood and said, “Everyone, you may still have 

some concerns, so I’m not asking you to make a decision now, I’m just putting my request and sincerity 

out there today for you to know!” 

After a pause, Ji Feng smiled and said, “I’ve already said everything just now, as for the specific salary 

issue, it’s very simple, whatever price has been offered to you guys outside, or whatever price others are 

offering in society now for talents like you guys, I’m offering double the salary than others!” 

Twice as much?! 



Several female soldiers couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, they didn’t expect Ji Feng to be so 

generous, Yang Wei’s face even flashed with a flash of joy, because there was a female soldier in their 

village who had joined the army in the same year as her, just not in the same unit, but also retired this 

year. 

When she called home last time, she heard that the female soldier had already signed an agreement 

with a boss in a big city in the south, and was said to have been specially hired by that boss, and heard 

that her salary alone was more than 20,000 yuan a month, not counting bonuses and other benefits. 

If what Ji Feng had just said really counted, then twice that 20,000 would be a small 50,000! 

But on second thought Yang Wei was a bit hesitant, so much money would be enough to hire a pretty 

good security company to specialise in the safety of her employer, would Ji Feng pay her such a high 

salary? 

The other three also had some hesitation on their faces, Ji Feng’s promise was so full that they were a 

little too scared to believe it. 

Ji Feng’s gaze had been watching the changes in their expressions, and at this moment, once he saw 

their reactions, he knew what they were worried about, so he said: “Let’s put it this way, when I came 

here, I also inquired about the market of top bodyguards in society nowadays. ordinary female 

bodyguards can be compared to!” 

Speaking here, Ji Feng smiled slightly and said, “Therefore, I will pay you according to the salary of the 

top female bodyguards, and for the sake of calculation, let’s go by the annual salary of one million, what 

do you think! 

“……” 

When Ji Feng’s words fell, the few female soldiers were stunned. Several of them looked at me and me 

at you, all of them almost thought that their ears were out of order, or that Ji Feng had said bald mouth 

in his head! 

A million dollars a year? 

Are you kidding, is this a dream? 

Even Xiang Yongzhan, who had been smiling all the time, could not help but be slightly stunned and 

dumbfounded when he heard Ji Feng’s words, he was also shocked by such a large sum of money from Ji 

Feng. 

Admittedly, some of the top female bodyguards in society nowadays are worth such a high price, but 

those are the top female bodyguards! 

Xiang Yongzhan believed that his soldiers were the best, but there are specialties in the field, and 

soldiers are good at attacking, while bodyguards are good at defending and protecting, which are two 

different concepts. 

If Li Ting and the girls were to go head-to-head with the top female bodyguards in society, Xiang 

Yongzhan believed that Li Ting and the girls could definitely win, but if they were to compete with the 

top bodyguards in protecting people, Xiang Yongzhan would not dare to say who would lose or win. 



Even Li Ting, who had no experience as a bodyguard, would be no match for the top bodyguards. 

But Ji Feng would rather spend so much money to hire these inexperienced bodyguards? 

The reason why Ji Feng is doing this is a bit hesitant. Was it worth it? 

“A few of you can go back and think about it first, and give me news when you’ve considered it.” 

When Ji Feng saw several people’s reactions, he smiled faintly and said, “After all, this is a matter 

concerning the future, and it is something that needs to be considered clearly before making a decision. 

However, I believe that if you all come to the Tengfei Group, you will definitely not regret it, after all, we 

also have a close relationship with the military!” 

A few female soldiers nodded and left Xiang Yongzhan’s office, seeing that they all seemed a bit 

bewildered and puzzled, as if they didn’t know why this young boss would spend so much money to hire 

a few of them, were they really worth so much money? 

Seeing their expressions and reactions, Ji Feng became even more satisfied instead. 

“Older brother, are you sure you didn’t have a brain fever just now?!” Once Li Ting and the four had left, 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked. 

“Do I look like I have a fever to you?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“I get it, you kid this is just too much money to spend ah, a million annual salary …… tsk, I now have a 

little doubt whether you hired them to do statements or to be assassins, so much money, what kind of 

bodyguard can’t you hire, why do you have to run to me to ask for someone?! ” Xiang Yongzhan 

frowned and asked. 

Ji Feng glanced at him and asked with a smile, “Want to know?!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “What do you think?!” 

“Fine then!” 

Ji Feng smiled and raised his right index finger and said, “Actually, the reason is very simple, there is only 

one reason, reliability!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was stunned, “What?!” 

“Reliable!” 

Ji Feng repeated again and said, “Because they are more reliable than any bodyguards out there, that’s 

the most important point and the rarest! On top of that, they have quite excellent hands, and with a 

little training, they will become elite enough to meet my requirements, so you say, why can’t such 

excellent talents be worth a million dollars a year!” 

Xiang Yongzhan frowned, “But with this much money, you can recruit retired fighters even to other 

troops, or even to the guard regiment, right?” 

Ji Feng asked with a smile, “You think the money is too much to give?!” 



Xiang Yongzhan nodded and said, “Ji Feng, now is not the time to show off your wealth, you suddenly 

gave them so much money, this may not be a good thing for them.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I don’t think so! Not only am I going to pay them millions a year, but I 

will also do it in advance, and on top of that there are bonuses and other benefits. If they can withstand 

the temptation of a million when they first set foot in society, then I believe that they will be able to 

withstand even greater temptations later on! And ……” 

He paused before saying, “They may have to participate in combat at some point, the danger index is 

very high, maybe they won’t get to spend any of this money, it may end up being their settlement 

money!” 

He nodded his head and said, “I understand, you are righteous!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, saying, “Since I invited them, I will definitely be responsible for them, 

so you just need to help me set them up, as for the things behind, you can rest assured!” 

“Don’t worry, I’ll go back and do their job again ……” 

“It’s best not to go!” 

I want people who are willing to follow me after thinking about it, not for various other reasons, that’s 

not pure!” 

Xiang Yongzhan gave a big thumbs up. 

After that, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu left the barracks, although he inwardly wished that he could immediately 

recruit those four female soldiers under his command, but this was something that could not be rushed. 

But Ji Feng didn’t have to wait too long, early the next morning, Xiang Yongzhan called him. 

“Older brother, come and collect them, they have all agreed!” Xiang Yongzhan said. 

“Sure, I’ll go over after breakfast.” A smile surfaced on Ji Feng’s face. 

He had seen all four of those female soldiers, and just by watching them walk, he knew that all four of 

them should be able to handle themselves, maybe even stronger, and now that he could recruit the four 

of them, this was really a very happy thing for Ji Feng. 

So even during the morning meal, there was still some joy between Ji Feng’s eyebrows. 

“Shu-jie, there’s something I need to tell you, don’t go out today, I’ll bring back a few bodyguards, when 

the time comes, you can see which one you want!” Ji Feng said. 
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A little over an hour later, Qin Shujie met the bodyguards that Ji Feng had found for her. 

And there were four of them! 

The four of them, Li Ting and Chen Hua, had been driven here specially by Xiang Yongzhan, which made 

them feel a little more at ease. 



In fact, the generosity of Ji Feng’s offer almost scared Li Ting and the four women. With an annual salary 

of a million, they had never really heard of any bodyguards being paid such a high salary, and moreover, 

they did not dare to think that they would be worth such a high price. 

So as soon as they left Xiang Yongzhan’s office, the four of them couldn’t help but talk about it. If they 

hadn’t been introduced by Xiang Yongzhan, and if they didn’t see Ji Feng as a bad person, I’m afraid they 

would have thought that this was a human trafficker abducting them, but of course, they weren’t afraid 

of being abducted. 

So after an incomparable tussle, the four women discussed and decided to go to Xiang Yongzhan. A 

million dollars a year was too high, and although they wanted it, they didn’t quite dare to take it without 

knowing anything about it. 

It was a good thing that they learned about Ji Feng’s identity from Xiang Yongzhan, especially, when 

Xiang Yongzhan pointed out that the special effects current was produced by the Tengfei Group, the 

four women were relieved that it was really a big group that had close cooperation with the military! 

Xiang Yongzhan even revealed Ji Feng’s identity to them, which made them feel even more at ease. 

Since they were sure that it was not a human trafficker, they finally put their minds at ease and were all 

moved. 

So, early this morning, the four women took the initiative to contact Xiang Yongzhan and agreed to do 

so! 

When he saw Li Ting and the four women get down from the car in turn and stand next to Xiang 

Yongzhan, Ji Feng smiled, “Sit down in the living room!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was naturally not polite, he had been to Ji Feng’s house more than once, so he seemed 

very casual, while Li Ting’s four daughters could not help but be a little rushed. 

When Ji Feng saw this, he was even more satisfied in his heart. 

Those who had spent time in the military were different. Compared to those who were frivolous or 

snobbish in society, they seemed much more simple. 

This kind of person, of course, is more at ease when used! 

“Ji Feng, I have sent you people, but even after leaving the barracks, they are still my soldiers, and I treat 

them as my subordinates. Xiang Yongzhan took two sips from his cup of tea before saying. 

“I invited them here with full sincerity, how will I treat them badly?” 

Ji Feng smiled, while looking at Li Ting, said: “Since you have agreed, then from today, we are a family, 

the contract is not at home, when you follow to the company later, to sign the contract, we are officially 

starting to cooperate from today!” 

“Cooperation?” 

Yang Wei froze for a moment. 



Ji Feng nodded his head and said, “That’s right! This is not the army, the company is also a very free and 

humane place, you are not inferior, much less my subordinates, of course we are cooperating with each 

other! By the way ……” 

Saying that, Ji Feng introduced Xiao Ying and Han Zhen and smiled, “These two are also members of our 

family!” 

Xiao Ying and Han Zhen greeted them with a smile, while introducing themselves as Tong Lei and Xiao 

Yuxuan’s bodyguards. 

The four women looked at each other, Ji Feng’s words made them feel comfortable in their hearts, 

although they had long been used to obedience, but being a bodyguard for someone always felt a bit 

that …… way, but now Ji Feng’s attitude, as well as Xiao Ying and Han Zhen’s words, instantly dispelled 

such worries they had. 

“Ji, Mr. Ji, we came to be your bodyguard, you can’t let us do something bad. Can you promise?” Li Ting, 

however, asked carefully. 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “Then what would be a bad thing?!” 

Li Ting hesitated for a moment before saying, “You can’t make us go bully others or go do something 

bad to ordinary people!” 

“That’s for sure!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Right now we are not too familiar, so you guys don’t understand, I would never go 

bullying ordinary people …… However, if the person you are protecting meets a bad person, or to put it 

bluntly, if someone comes and stabs them, this is a certain amount of danger, and you might even get 

killed! Can you guys accept that?” 

Li Ting’s four women looked at each other and nodded at the same time, “Can accept it!” 

“Then it’s no problem!” Ji Feng smiled. It seemed that Li Ting probably thought of him as the kind of 

dude who liked to bully people! 

But this was something that couldn’t be rushed, it was really because some of the current second 

generation were too arrogant and arrogant and had too bad a reputation, as a result, Li Ting’s four 

daughters were worried that he was also that kind of person, it would take time for them to slowly 

change their views. 

Besides, Ji Feng wouldn’t ask them to protect himself, as long as they could protect Xu Yuan and Qin 

Shujie, that would be enough. 

“There are no more problems, right?!” Xiang Yongzhan asked. 

“No more!” Li Ting’s four women nodded their heads. 

“I do have one more question!” 



Ji Feng took out his cheque book from his pocket and said, “You guys came straight to me before you 

left the army, and I don’t have time for you to go home again, so I’ll give you the salary that I promised 

you first, so take some time to pay the money back home.” 

With that, he swished and wrote four cheques and handed them to each of the four women. 

They hesitated for a moment, but when they saw the string of zeros on the cheques, they froze. 

“One million?” 

They immediately panicked a little and hurriedly put the cheque on the coffee table, and Li Ting 

hurriedly said, “Mr. Ji, we haven’t done anything yet, we can’t take so much money.” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Take it, this is what you deserve. From the moment you officially start working, 

you may take huge risks at any time, this money, take it as a settlement for you, and there will be 

bonuses and other benefits every month in the future!” 

“But ……” 

“Since Ji Feng told you to take it, then you can take it!” Xiang Yongzhan interrupted them with a smile, 

“He’s right, since you’re already taking risks, there’s nothing wrong with taking the money.” 

“This …… is fine!” The four women hesitated for a moment and finally put the cheque away, only the 

thin cheque was extra heavy, they really had never seen so much money. 

Seeing this reaction of theirs, Xiao Yuxuan several women couldn’t help but smile slightly, at that time 

when Han Zhen and Xiao Ying suddenly got so much money, they also had this expression, but now they 

were all used to it, and it proved that the money was not spent in vain, now Xiao Ying and Han Zhen 

were no different from their family members. 

Of course, Xiao Ying and Han Zhen’s salaries are naturally higher than Li Ting’s and theirs. 

Since they were already set, Ji Feng asked Xiao Yuxuan to take them to the company to sign the 

contract, and also to take a look at the size of the company and whether it was formal, etc., so that they 

could really feel at ease. 

Qin Shujie also took Yao Yao with her, she spent some time with Li Ting and the four women, so she 

could more or less make a preliminary understanding and choose a more suitable bodyguard for herself. 

At the same time, Xiao Yuxuan also informed Xu Yuan that she should also go to the headquarters of the 

Tengfei Group and prepare to select a bodyguard. 

Once Xiao Yuxuan and the girls left, only Ji Feng and Bai Zhu were left in the house, and only then did 

Xiang Yongzhan say, “You’re really generous with your money, but you’ve also earned it, these four 

people are definitely first class.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Just because they are good hands, that’s why they are worth the price!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was very appreciative of Ji Feng’s generosity, through this he vaguely saw a bit of Ji 

Feng’s way of success, not being stingy and sincere with his own people, I guess that’s why Bai Zhu 

would be so willing to follow him with all his heart. 



There is also Han Zhen, who looks like he is also doing well by Ji Feng’s side. 

At this point, Xiang Yongzhan had never really seen which family’s son would treat his bodyguard like a 

family member, especially a magnate’s son like them, who, on account of his family’s background, called 

out to the people around him, and some of the fops even dared to hit the idea of the family’s female 

guards …… 

“By the way, you said the experts sent from above arrive in Jiangzhou today?” Ji Feng suddenly asked. 

“That’s right, the people have already arrived and are settling in at the military compound.” Xiang 

Yongzhan said, “If you have time now, do you want to go with me to meet them?” 

Ji Feng nodded after thinking about it briefly and said, “Sure!” 

Anyway, sooner or later, we had to meet, and since the Alpha Ore was now available, the sooner the 

laser gun was manufactured, the better. 

However, it was necessary to grasp the right degree in the middle. How to allow the Tengfei Group to 

take advantage of this opportunity to rise quickly and really enter the industrial field, but also be able to 

balance the requirements of the military, this really requires some thought. 

When he arrived at the military station, Ji Feng met the expert who led the team this time, surnamed 

Tong, a middle-aged man in his fifties, wearing thick glasses, a look is an intellectual. 

The two shook hands and Ji Feng asked, “Professor Tong, have you also brought the equipment I need?” 

Professor Tong nodded and said, “The equipment is all in Jiangzhou already.” 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “It arrived so quickly?” 

Professor Tong said, “It’s like this, the equipment you need is locally available in Jiangzhou, and there is 

a military arsenal in Jiangzhou, so the equipment there can be borrowed at any time!” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned upon hearing this, “Borrowed? Professor Tong, perhaps I didn’t express 

myself too clearly before, the project we are going to undertake must be kept strictly confidential, so 

the equipment must be in our hands.” 

There was no doubt about whether the laser gun should be kept secret or not! 

Professor Tong thought about it and said, “If Mr Ji insists on asking for it, then we can negotiate with the 

arsenal to close off that production line or just close off a workshop and only provide it for this project. 

And with soldiers on duty around, it will be done with the strictest secrecy.” 

Ji Feng was then relieved, “If that can be done, that would be best!” 

Professor Tong smiled, “Mr. Ji, please don’t worry, the chief has said that everything can give way for 

this project, and all of us will follow Mr. Ji’s command!” 

Ji Feng smiled and suddenly had a thought in his mind and asked, “How many of you have come in 

total?!” 
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Ji Feng smiled, suddenly his heart moved and asked, “How many people have you come in total?!” 

Professor Tong said, “Including me, we have come a total of fifty people, Mr. Ji, please rest assured, we 

all listen to your arrangements, everything is based on you, we are just responsible for giving you a hand 

……” 

In fact, just after hearing Professor Tong’s first sentence, Ji Feng was already stunned. As for Professor 

Tong’s later words, Ji Feng basically didn’t even listen to them, it was just the number of people that 

Professor Tong said that subdued Ji Feng. 

“Fifty people?!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown, Chief Xiang had really done this! 

Before, when he was in Yanjing, Xiang Jiefang and that old expert had said that they would send as many 

assistants to Ji Feng, but at that time, they made Ji Feng refuse, because he didn’t need that many 

people at all to develop the laser gun, and although these people would not add to his mess, they 

wouldn’t be of much help to him. 

The reason was that he didn’t need so many people to develop the laser gun. 

Obviously, the military wanted to get their hands on the technology of the laser gun, that’s why they 

sent so many people over. 

From material metallurgy, to weapon design, to energy, and so on, there are talents in all aspects, 

maybe one or two people can’t learn anything, but there are people from all walks of life, even if each 

person only learns one of them, these people together can definitely learn the laser gun technology 

completely! 

“Mr. Ji, is there a problem?!” Seeing Ji Feng frowning, Professor Tong asked at once. 

“There is a little problem, but it’s not a big problem!” Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, saying, “I thank 

the chief for his strong support, however, I don’t need so many people here, ten people at most will be 

enough!” 

“It’s alright, more people are better than less!” 

But Professor Tong laughed, “Mr. Ji, you don’t need to have any pressure, just treat us as your men, if 

there is any work you can arrange, if you really can’t use so many people, then let the extra people do 

the hard work, it’s better for them to do it than those workers who don’t know anything.” 

“That’s not necessarily true!” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Professor Tong, to put it mildly, very 

often experts may not be as nimble as workers, if it’s a matter of doing manual work, I would instead 

prefer to use workers rather than you!” 

“……” 

Professor Tong couldn’t help but be stunned, he didn’t expect Ji Feng to speak so bluntly and was more 

or less embarrassed. 



Seeing this, Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but quietly touch Ji Feng at the side, giving him a wink, which 

seemed to mean that even if it was the truth, there was no need to speak so bluntly, right? 

After all, Professor Tong is not young, so saying so is really a bit disgraceful. 

“How about this Professor Tong, you first arrange ten people for me, then get all the equipment ready, 

I’ll provide the materials on my side, we can start anytime!” Ji Feng said. 

“This …… is fine!” 

Seeing that Ji Feng only needed ten people, for the extra people he didn’t have any arrangement at all, 

Professor Tong knew that Ji Feng had made up his mind, it seemed that he couldn’t immediately arrange 

all the rest of the people in now, however, let them come over to do some hard work, I believe that 

even if Ji Feng wasn’t happy, he couldn’t say anything. 

Thinking of this, Professor Tong nodded his head and agreed. 

Ji Feng said, “Then let’s start as soon as possible, let’s each go and prepare, how long do you need?” 

Professor Tong said at once, “Anytime from our side!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Alright then, let me know the location when you guys are ready, I’ll be there 

soon!” 

After agreeing with Professor Tong, Ji Feng said goodbye and prepared to leave. Xiang Yongzhan sent Ji 

Feng out of the barracks, and outside the main gate of the station, Xiang Yongzhan laughed and said, “Ji 

Feng, Professor Tong is a well-known military weapons expert in China, you kid are really nonchalant!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him and said, “I’m already being polite!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was stunned and just wanted to ask why, but he saw that Ji Feng had already walked far 

away, he immediately took two quick steps to follow him and asked, “You seem to have something in 

your words, huh?” 

Ji Feng asked, “Old Xiang, do you really not understand, or are you just pretending to be confused with 

me?” 

Xiang Yongzhan became even more puzzled, “What exactly do you mean? You say it clearly!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “It doesn’t mean anything, you can figure it out yourself, right, turn 

around and send a soldier to follow Professor Tong, you might need it when the time comes!” 

While Xiang Yongzhan was wondering, Ji Feng had already gotten into the car, and Bai Zhu immediately 

started the car and left the military camp. 

Turning his head out of the back glass, he saw that Xiang Yongzhan was shaking his head and smiling 

bitterly, and Ji Feng slowly shook his head. Whether Xiang Yongzhan really didn’t understand or was 

pretending to be confused, Ji Feng wouldn’t give him an explanation, because this kind of thing, it was 

impossible to explain. 

It was obvious that Xiang Jiefang and the others wanted to get their hands on the technology of the 

laser gun, but due to his status and some other reasons, he could not do it openly and forcefully, while 



Xiang Jiefang had mentioned it to him before, but the two of them were sidetracked by Ji Feng before 

they could talk in depth. 

The technology of the radium gun could be given to the military, but definitely not now. 

Ji Feng could help the military make laser guns, but the technology could not be taken out so early. 

Although Ji Feng had many other epoch-making technologies to come, if he took out too many at once, 

it would definitely arouse the suspicion of many people at that time, and it might even trigger a series of 

other consequences. 

Before he became truly powerful, Ji Feng had to consider the risk of being on the cusp of the storm. 

The laser gun, this was the opportunity for the Tengfei Group to enter the industrial field and thus really 

rise strongly, so Ji Feng had to wait until after the Tengfei Group had risen to power before he would 

take out the laser gun technology and hand it over to the military, or rather to the state. 

That way, even if there were really any accidents, he would have the ability to defend himself against 

anyone or any power! 

At that time, whether it was an attack on public opinion or a push from other forces, it would at most 

put pressure on Ji Feng, but not so much that he would be powerless to fight back! 

I believe that this truth must be understood by people like Xiang Jiefang, and we all know it by heart, but 

if we say it, it would be awkward to see each other again in the future. 

Ji Feng went directly to the Tengfei Group, and when he arrived there, Qin Shujie and Xu Yuan had each 

chosen their own bodyguards. Zhang Li, who didn’t talk much but was very stable, was picked by Qin 

Shujie, while Li Ting, who was thoughtful and lively, was admired by Xu Yuan. 

Qin Shujie, who is already elegant and simple, prefers Zhang Li’s kind of personality. Xu Yuan, on the 

other hand, has been around for many years herself, so she has a greater appreciation for the capable 

and lively Li Ting. 

As for the remaining Yang Wei and Chen Hua, they were temporarily integrated into the security 

department of the Tengfei Group. However, although Zhang Li and Li Ting were both selected, they had 

to join Yang Wei and Chen Hua in their free time to receive training in the security department, in 

addition to acting as Qin Shujie’s and Xu Yuan’s bodyguards. 

The one responsible for training them was Little Shadow. 

In terms of attack, it might not matter whether it was the battle team led by Yi Xingchen or Li Ting’s four 

women who also came from the army, they were all quite good, but in terms of defence and protection, 

I am afraid no one dared to say that they could surpass Xiao Ying. 

This girl, who comes from the guard regiment and has performed very well, only took half a day to 

convince Li Ting’s four women. 

Although Li Ting’s four girls were strong, when they tried to enter the role of bodyguard on their way to 

the company and wanted to protect Qin Shujie and the others, they found that they didn’t know what to 

do, let alone how to do it without disturbing their employers and still provide the best protection. 



And Little Shadow’s unhurried but well-organised actions gave them a very deep feeling. 

It turned out that attacking and defending were two entirely different things! 

After chatting with them in Xiao Yuxuan’s office for a while, Ji Feng left, since he had made an 

appointment with Professor Tong, he had to get ready as soon as possible. 

“Knock, knock, knock!” 

There was a knock on the office door. 

Xiao Yuxuan and Xu Yuan, who were chatting, stopped talking and Xiao Yuxuan said, “Please come in!” 

The office door was pushed open and Han Zhong walked in, took a look at the office and couldn’t help 

but stare, asking, “Isn’t Ji Feng here? Where is he?” 

“He’s already gone.” 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “But he hasn’t been gone long, should I give him a call to come back?” 

Han Zhong waved his hand and smiled, “No need, I just heard Kai Zi say that Ji Feng was here, so I came 

over to take a look, since he’s not here then forget it, then you guys go on talking, I’ll leave you guys 

alone.” 

“You’re not looking for Ji Feng for anything else?!” Xiao Yuxuan asked. 

“No, it’s just that I haven’t seen him for a long time and wanted to talk to him!” Han Zhong said with a 

smile, then walked out. 

Xiao Yuxuan smiled faintly, and seeing Han Zhong bring the door with him, they chatted again. 

But she didn’t know that after leaving from her office Han Zhong couldn’t help but shake his head and 

muttered, “What a coincidence, this guy didn’t see it both times he came!” 

Returning to his office, he saw that Wang Jun was helping himself to organize the documents and was 

reading them very carefully, he couldn’t help but laugh, “Wife, working so hard, you don’t know to be 

lazy when I’m not here?” 

Wang Jun gave him a white look and said, “Don’t be so fancy, who is your wife!” 

Han Zhong smiled, “Of course it’s you, who else could it be!” He hugged Wang Jun from behind and gave 

her a kiss on the cheek, “Mmm, that smells good!” 

“Stop it, this is in the company, mind your image!” Wang Jun pouted, but did not have any intention to 

resist, and had a shy look, looking at Han Zhong’s appetite, he could not wait to put her on the spot right 

now. 

“Hey! By the way, didn’t you go to look for Ji Feng and came back so soon?!” Wang Jun suddenly asked. 

“Missed it, he had to go back first!” Han Zhong laughed, “It’s a coincidence, last time he came looking 

for me, I wasn’t there, this time I wanted to look for him, he wasn’t there, he’s getting busier and busier, 

it looks like I’ll have to call him first to make an appointment!” 



“Maybe, it’s not a coincidence?!” Wang Jun suddenly said. 

“What?!” 

Han Zhong, who was originally joking, suddenly froze when he heard this. 
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“Perhaps, it’s not a coincidence?!” Jun Wang suddenly said. 

“What?!” 

Han Zhong, who was originally joking, suddenly froze when he heard this and asked, “What is it if it’s not 

a coincidence? Ji Feng came last time when I happened to be out and not in the company, this time I 

want to find him and he happened to be gone, that’s still not a coincidence?” 

He didn’t quite understand Wang Jun’s meaning. 

Wang Jun hesitated for a moment and said, “If I say it, you don’t get angry, I’m just saying it casually 

……” 

“What ah also make it so formal, between us you still polite what, want to say anything directly just say, 

why should I be angry with you!” Han Zhong laughed, “Tell me, how is it not a coincidence anymore?” 

“Then I’ll say it!” 

Wang Jun pursed his lips and said, “I haven’t been with the company for long, but since I’ve been here 

I’ve had a feeling that although you have shares in the Tengfei Group, I’ve heard some executives talk 

privately, saying that the shares were actually given to you by Ji Feng in order to enlist you, which is no 

different from a handout… …” 

As she said this, she glanced at Han Zhong and noticed that although he didn’t have much of an 

expression, the smile on his face was somewhat frozen and fading away. 

Wang Jun immediately said, “Han Zhong, is it not quite appropriate for me to say this? If you think it’s 

inappropriate, then I won’t say anything ……” 

“It’s fine, go ahead and say it.” Han Zhong shook his head and said, “I also want to know what the 

employees underneath are talking about, it’s not a bad thing to hear something that I don’t normally 

hear!” 

“Hmm.” 

Wang Jun nodded and said, “Once I went to the washroom and happened to overhear someone talking, 

it seemed to be two senior executives from the finance and HR departments, they seemed to be saying 

that they had something to report to you, but the other one said that it was actually not necessary to 

report everything to you at all, just go directly to General Manager Xiao.” 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “Well, that’s right, there’s nothing wrong with the HR and finance 

departments reporting to General Manager Xiao.” 

Wang Jun immediately said, “But they also said ……” 



Han Zhong asked, “What else did they say?!” 

Wang Jun was a little hesitant, looked at Han Zhong, but wanted to say something but stopped, as if 

there was something she wanted to say but could not say. 

Seeing her like this, Han Zhong couldn’t help but say, “What else did they say, you should say it!” 

“Look, look, I knew you’d get angry as soon as I said it, I’d better not say anything!” Wang Jun gave him a 

white look with her beautiful eyes and snapped. 

“I’m not angry, fine, I won’t interrupt, go ahead, I’m listening!” Han Zhong had to say. 

“Then let’s make a deal, don’t get angry!” 

Wang Jun said, “At that time I heard them mention you, so I didn’t rush out, so I wanted to hear what 

they said, and it turned out that they really said some bad things …… one of them was advising the other 

one, saying that she should recognize the situation clearly, and understand who really owns this Tengfei 

Group! ” 

“That person said that the person in charge of this Tengfei Group is Xiao Yuxuan Xiao, and behind Xiao 

there is Ji Feng, the two of them are the owners of this Tengfei Group, and you ……” 

Speaking here, Wang Jun looked at Han Zhong’s face before saying, “And you seem to say that you are 

one of the shareholders of the Tengfei Group, but in fact, although you are the general manager, but in 

fact your shares are not even comparable to Yi Xingchen of the security department, to put it bluntly, 

you are a part-time worker, only the salary is a bit higher than what they get, she said that Ji Feng will 

definitely go to the security department whenever he comes to the company, she has met many times, 

yet, Ji Feng may not come to you every time!” 

Seeing Han Zhong’s brow slowly furrow and his face sink, Wang Jun had an idea. 

She said, “At that time, I was furious when I heard that, and wanted to come out and argue with them, 

but I was about to go out, but then I heard another person say that he agreed very much with what that 

person said, and then the two muttered that General Xiao was the real head of the Tengfei Group, and 

that it was best to report anything to General Xiao first, and that it wouldn’t matter much whether he 

talked to you or not after that! ” 

Han Zhong listened quietly, did not say anything, but, a complex look flashed from his eyes, although it 

was a blink of an eye, but Wang Jun saw it clearly. 

Wang Jun added: “As soon as I heard another person say the same thing, I knew that even if I rushed 

over and theorised with them it would actually be fruitless, because as they are the middle and top 

management of the company, I’m afraid that what they think represents what many people think, so I 

held back and then wanted to see if others were of the same opinion.” 

“Then I paid extra attention to these in this recent period of time, I found that many people are thinking 

the same way as them, especially many senior executives, and they often run to Mr. Xiao’s office, 

haven’t you noticed recently that fewer senior executives come to your office to report on their work 

than before?” Wang Jun said. 

Han Zhong’s face was sullen, still not speaking. 



Wang Jun hesitated for a moment and added, “Actually …… after this period of time of paying attention 

and observing, I also found a problem.” 

Han Zhong immediately asked, “What problem?!” 

Wang Jun said carefully, “You, you really are not angry? Forget it, I’d better not say anything, or else 

you’ll definitely get angry later ……” 

“Hurry up and say it!” 

Han Zhong said, “I’m not angry with anyone but you, besides it’s not you who made me angry, say it.” 

“Mm.” 

Wang Jun then nodded and said, “I also heard another saying …… someone said, in fact, you have the 

ability, and it can be said that you are super capable and have a strong business talent, but, precisely 

because you have this excessive business talent, instead, it is your fatal weakness, at the very least, it is 

your The most fatal weakness in the Tengfei Group!” 

Han Zhong frowned: “What do you mean? What is that supposed to mean?” 

Wang Jun said, “I heard a saying that the reason why the Tengfei Group can develop so fast is because 

the product is good on the one hand, and also because of your excellent operation on the other hand, 

the so-called wine smells good but also fears the alleyway, without your excellent operation, even if the 

product is good, it is impossible to have such a prosperous situation!” 

After a slight pause, Jun Wang said, “I think about it, I think this argument actually has some truth, you 

see how many excellent products there are now, but if there is no excellent marketing and operation 

means, how many can be successful?” 

Han Zhong did not nod in agreement, nor did he deny it, but just asked, “What does this have to do with 

a fatal weakness?” 

Jun Wang said, “Why are you asking me this? Don’t you understand it yourself?” 

Han Zhong was silent for a moment, but still shook his head and said, “I don’t understand, tell me 

instead.” 

Wang Jun looked at him, as if she wanted to see from his face whether he really didn’t understand or 

whether he knew it in his heart but didn’t want to say it, but all she saw was Han Zhong’s sullen face, so 

she was sure of it in her heart. 

“Because your ability is stronger than Xiao Yuxuan, and your credit is much greater than Xiao Yuxuan, if 

only on ability and credit, there is not a single patriarch in the company who does not give you a thumbs 

up, including the branch underneath, such as the Tengfei Group’s Manager Li Xin …… ” 

Wang Jun looked at Han Zhong, said: “You still do not understand?!” 

Han Zhong was silent for a while, before slowly saying four words: “High merit shocked the master?!” 

“That’s probably what it means!” 



Wang Jun said: “And back to the question just now, probably because Ji Feng feels that Xiao Yuxuan 

can’t suppress you, and your influence in the group is not small, so, this is why he is deliberately hanging 

you out to dry, and probably even in a deliberate way to let some of the group’s senior and some 

seniors see this phenomenon, and, it is estimated that it is also likely that he will say something to Xiao 

Yuxuan behind the scenes , let her how the control you ……” 

“That’s why I said, you can’t see Ji Feng twice, I’m afraid it’s also Ji Feng’s intention!” Wang Jun said. 

“Nonsense!” Han Zhong grunted. 

“Maybe I’m overthinking it, but those talks outside aren’t fake or nonsense, right?” 

Wang Jun took Han Zhong’s hand and said, “I really hope I’m overthinking it, because I really don’t want 

to see a rift in your friends’ relationship because of your career and interests, but I even more so, I don’t 

want to see you being played around with, and in the end being unloaded like a fool after being used… 

…” 

“Your words are a bit much!” 

Han Zhong’s face snapped and he said, “Jun Jun, there’s no need to take some of the hearsay outside so 

seriously, is there? My relationship with Ji Feng and General Manager Xiao is not something that can be 

damaged by anyone saying a few words!” 

Jun Wang said, “But what if it’s because of interests? Look at modern society, how many people who 

were all friends for life ended up going their separate ways or even turning against each other and dying 

of old age because of interests? Han Zhong, you know more than I do, and you certainly understand this 

truth better than I do!” 

Han Zhong said, “I don’t know about other people, but not in my case! I can be where I am today, the 

Han Group is where it is today, Ji Feng deserves a lot of credit, I am not going to compete with him for 

benefits!” 

“What about me?!” 

Wang Jun asked, “Why did Ji Feng want to transfer me to the Tengfei Group so quickly? I came, just for 

you, but is he doing this just because of you too?” 

“All right!” 

Han Zhong waved his hand, “You’re really getting out of line! Jun Jun, this is the end of the conversation, 

outside words can be believed, but not all believe, in the future some words you just listen to, no need 

to take it to heart!” 

Wang Jun still wanted to say something else, but Han Zhong cut her off, “Today is the same, you just 

talk, I just listen, after the talk, what should be done is still what should be done, today’s matter, I just 

pretend that it never happened, understand?” 

Wang Jun nodded and said, “As long as you have a clear idea of what you want. Han Zhong, in fact, I 

don’t want you to have much money or a big career, I didn’t know what your status was when I first met 

you, all I want is to be able to live my life in peace and happiness with the person I love!” 



Han Zhong was silent for a moment and sighed softly before saying, “I will definitely do that!” 

Wang Jun smiled sweetly and leaned into Han Zhong’s arms, but a special look flashed in her eyes …… 
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“Ding ring ……” 

Suddenly, the phone on the desk rang, and Wang Jun first scanned the caller ID and said in a low voice, 

“It’s from Xiao Yuxuan’s office.” 

Han Zhong nodded his head and picked up the receiver, “Hello, Mr. Xiao? This is Han Zhong.” 

“Mr. Han, it’s me.” 

On the phone, it was the voice of one of Xiao Yuxuan’s assistants, and of course Han Zhong knew her, so 

he heard her say, “I’m not calling about anything else, I just want to make sure that you’re in the office, 

Mr. Han, and Mr. Xiao has a document for me to deliver to you!” 

Han Zhong frowned, but his mouth was smiling: “There is no need to send it over so troublesome, I will 

just go and get it directly.” 

As soon as Wang Jun heard this he hurriedly touched Han Zhong at the side and gave him a white look, 

but Han Zhong just waved his hand with a smile on his face, which made her angry and couldn’t help but 

stomp her foot and glare at Han Zhong fiercely. 

“Alright then, it’s a deal then, I’ll be right over!” Han Zhong said with a smile, and only then, did he hang 

up the phone. 

“Han Zhong! What’s wrong with you!” As soon as Han Zhong hung up the phone, Wang Jun was 

immediately upset. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Han Zhong asked with a smile, “What did I do?!” 

Wang Jun gasped, “You’re still asking me? How dare you say that all the things I just told you were for 

nothing? How can you be a general manager and not a part-time worker? Do you really think of yourself 

as a part-time worker?” 

Han Zhong laughed and said, “I am a part-time worker!” 

Wang Jun smiled at this and was pleased, but said, “What are you talking about? People look down on 

you, but you shouldn’t look down on yourself, at least, in my eyes you’ve always been one of the 

shareholders of the Tengfei Group!” 

Han Zhong nodded with a smile and said, “Yes, you know that I am a shareholder in your eyes, but what 

about in the eyes of others? Since people think I am a part-time worker, then we have to do our part as 

a part-time worker, don’t you think so?” 

Looking at Wang Jun’s pretty face, which still had a puzzled look on it, Han Zhong smiled and pinched 

her cheeks, smiling, “Alright, you wait here first, I’ll be right there!” 



“Alright.” 

Wang Jun nodded and hastily added, “But don’t let anyone bully you, you hear me, you’re my boyfriend, 

not a bully!” 

Han Zhong laughed, “Okay, I hear you, I’m not a sufferer!” 

“That’s more like it!” Wang Jun angled his head. 

“I’m going!” 

Han Zhong said with a smile, pushed open the office door and walked out, only to hear a bang as the 

office door was closed by Han Zhong from the outside. 

At once, that pouting demeanor on Wang Jun’s face disappeared without a trace, only the corners of her 

mouth pulled up in a slight arc, seemingly with a smirk …… 

At the same time, Han Zhong, who was walking down the corridor, likewise had no more smiles on his 

face. In fact, the moment he left the office, the smile on his face disappeared. When he encountered an 

employee greeting him on the road, he just nodded and casually responded, but there was still no smile 

on his face. 

“Knock knock!” 

Han Zhong arrived at Xiao Yuxuan’s office door, knocked on the door, then pushed the door and walked 

in, only to find that there were quite a few people in the office, among them were those he did not 

know, he just swept a glance and looked at Xiao Yuxuan, asking, “Mr. Xiao, you’re looking for me?” 

Xiao Yuxuan saw Han Zhong enter, nodded and smiled, “That’s right. Eh? By the way, didn’t I ask 

someone to send it to you? Why did you even come over personally?” 

Because Qin Shujie was chatting in the office with Yao Yao and Li Ting, including Xu Yuan, Xiao Yuxuan 

could not call Han Zhong, so she asked her assistant to send it to Han Zhong, but she did not expect Han 

Zhong to come over. 

Han Zhong laughed, “It’s okay, I’m idle anyway, I’m getting rusty after spending a long time in the office, 

besides, other people’s assistants are also working hard, so I won’t add to her mess.” 

Xiao Yuxuan shook her head and smiled, saying, “You, don’t be modest, if you’re still idle, then there’s 

really no one else in our company who’s busy!” 

Xiao Yuxuan saw all of Han Zhong’s hard work, especially when the company was busy, he might 

sometimes have to work overtime until late at night, many times Xiao Yuxuan was about to leave after 

work, but he could still see Han Zhong’s office light up when he looked up. 

Moreover, Xiao Yuxuan had also heard of many times when Han Zhong lived in the office directly 

because he worked too late, so at this moment when Han Zhong said he was idle, Xiao Yuxuan only 

listened to it as a joke. 

Han Zhong smiled and did not continue this topic, but asked, “By the way, what documents are you 

going to give me?” 



Xiao Yuxuan said, “It’s a matter that Ji Feng explained down.” As she spoke, she took out a document 

from her office and handed it to Han Zhong, saying, “The production of a new type of chrome alloy, it’s 

going to be on the agenda, and the next orders may come in a very short time, so see if you can get busy 

on your side, if you can, you can also take this project next, right?” 

Han Zhong couldn’t help but be a little surprised at his words, “A project has been selected so quickly?” 

It was not at all unusual to have orders for the new chrome alloy, given the performance and various 

parameters of this new alloy, if the Tengfei Group was willing to do so, then I’m afraid there was no 

telling how many people around the world would go crazy for it, and even various countries would try to 

get this new chrome alloy by all means. 

In fact, since they held the press conference with Professor Yu at the United University, both the Tengfei 

Group and the United University would receive countless calls seeking cooperation every day, and their 

phones would be bursting at the seams. 

It was only because Ji Feng had never selected a project that he had politely declined all of them. 

Han Zhong was a bit surprised when he didn’t expect to have a project all of a sudden now. 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “This project was selected by Ji Feng, it seems to be somewhat related to the military, 

but he didn’t say it very clearly, he just said that he wanted to put the matter of preparing for the 

production line on the agenda first, and he would discuss it with us in depth when he finished being 

busy later.” 

“So that’s how it is!” 

Han Zhong dawned on him, but he frowned and said, “But ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan asked, “But what? General Han, are there any difficulties or problems?” 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “A bit indeed, because I’ve been a bit busy at hand lately and may not be 

able to divide too much energy to follow up on this alloy project, so ……” 

“So it’s like that, it’s alright, then I’ll think about it and look back to see how to solve it specifically!” Xiao 

Yuxuan nodded, since Han Zhong had difficulties, then naturally she would not force herself, in fact if it 

wasn’t for the fact that she had too much work to do on her own hands, she couldn’t have put it all off 

to work exclusively on this new alloy project, otherwise she wouldn’t have had to give this project to 

Han Zhong. 

Han Zhong nodded: “Alright then, if you really can’t find anyone then tell me, I’ll push back all the work 

on hand and give priority to ensuring the smooth running of the new project!” 

“No problem!” Xiao Yuxuan said with a smile. 

“Then if there’s nothing else, I’ll go back first.” Han Zhong said. Seeing Xiao Yuxuan nod, he smiled and 

greeted Xiao Ying and the others before leaving. 

“This Han Zhong, why is he a bit strange today?” 



Xiao Yuxuan shook her head and said casually, but did not take it to heart, and then put the documents 

back into the drawer and locked it up. 

But she was unaware that Han Zhong, who had left her office, had a smirking look on his face, walking 

with big strides and a dragon walk. 

…… 

In the afternoon, Professor Tong called and told Ji Feng the address of the meeting, which is a large 

factory, when Ji Feng arrived to meet Professor Tong at the entrance, and then a group of people after 

entering the factory drove all another ten minutes before reaching the workshop they had arranged. 

Ji Feng found that the workshop was tidied up very well, and it was also decorated with a lot of 

equipment that was obviously not in line with the layout of the workshop, all of which was equipment 

that Ji Feng needed. 

Further in, one saw that it was even more well-equipped, almost as if it was a small laboratory. 

“Where’s the ore?!” Ji Feng asked as he walked. Now that everything was actually technically ripe, all he 

needed was the alpha ore. 

As long as the energy in the alpha ore could be refined and made into an energy source, then the laser 

gun would be developed. All that was needed was to co-ordinate the shape of the energy source, the 

trigger and the converter, and so on, and make the adjustment, and a perfect weapon would be ready! 

Professor Tong said, “The ore has already arrived and is in the warehouse. However, because the 

workshop here is not big enough, and the ore refining equipment is not available in this factory, so ……” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “It’s okay. The ore is on the line!” 

Professor Tong couldn’t help but ask, “Then if the ore can’t be refined, will it affect the final result?” 

“No!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s just a test phase now, when the technology is all mature for mass 

production, it won’t be too late to carry out large-scale ore refining!” 

Professor Tong dawned on him. 

Ji Feng walked around the workshop and said, “Professor Tong, I’ve generally looked around, the 

equipment here is all complete, next as long as we can ensure that there are no problems in terms of 

safety, we can start at any time!” 

Professor Tong immediately patted his chest and assured that there would definitely be no problems 

with safety, and immediately arranged for manpower to carry out ore delivery and equipment 

commissioning, etc. This would not take long and was not a heavy job, but Ji Feng found that Professor 

Tong was actually busy working with dozens of people. 

He couldn’t help but frown, Professor Tong had really brought those 40 to 50 people? And let them 

come and play? 



Luckily, it didn’t take long to pack up the workshop and debug the equipment and so on, and soon Ji 

Feng also took out what he was carrying and was ready to test it, but at this time, he found that 

Professor Tong, however, had brought those dozens of people with him and was waiting for Ji Feng to 

give orders …… 
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“Professor Tong, what are you ……?” 

Looking at these dozens of people standing in front of him, Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown slightly. 

Professor Tong said, “Mr. Ji, these are the people I told you before that I brought with me, all of them 

have a certain technical foundation, however, they are all at Mr. Ji’s disposal and command, including 

me as well, so just please arrange the work!” 

Sure enough! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly say, this Professor Tong really brought all these dozens of people here, 

and really intended to have them all come here to do hand jobs and odd jobs, or even do hard labour? 

This made Ji Feng laugh and cry, he was not sure about the technical level of these people, but since 

they were sent here, eight out of ten of them should be researchers in those military research institutes. 

This kind of thing sounds so unreliable! 

Even …… can say some absurd! 

“I can’t use so many people, just five or six people first!” Ji Feng waved his hand and said to Professor 

Tong. 

“What area of expertise does Mr. Ji need?” Professor Tong immediately asked. 

“Whatever, any profession!” Ji Feng said casually, “As long as they are able to operate the equipment.” 

“This …… is fine!” 

Professor Tong nodded, but in his heart, he couldn’t help but be a bit confused, somewhat unsure of 

how to arrange it. To be honest, he was not afraid of the complicated and heavy work that Ji Feng had 

arranged, and even more so, he was not afraid of Ji Feng’s many requirements, but he was afraid of the 

current situation, where Ji Feng casually said a couple of things and arranged them in an extremely 

general way. 

What kind of profession is it, as long as it can operate the equipment? 

With the skill and knowledge level of these people present, anyone can operate these equipment in the 

workshop, but that’s not the purpose of their visit ah, they came to Jiangzhou this time to learn the 

technology by hand! 

“Arrange for someone to bring over some of the ore, and then the workshop can be closed!” Ji Feng 

said. With that, he was ready to change his clothes to start the experiment. 



“Mr. Ji, then the rest of the people ……” Professor Tong immediately asked, Ji Feng only needed five or 

six people, then there could be more than forty people left, how should they be arranged? 

Ji Feng said, “Just look at the arrangements, but don’t disturb me doing the experiment!” 

When Professor Tong heard this, he was delighted and nodded his head: “Yes, no problem. I won’t let 

them disturb you.” The others also looked happy, the purpose of their coming was actually clear in their 

hearts, although it was not explicitly stated from above, but Professor Tong had hinted at it when he 

brought them here. 

Originally, when they heard that Ji Feng only needed a few people, they were all a little anxious in their 

hearts. If they couldn’t get close to Ji Feng, how could they learn the techniques? 

But now Ji Feng seemed to have given his tacit approval, so that was good. 

Ji Feng nodded his head noncommittally and turned towards a piece of equipment ready to start testing. 

The others were immediately about to follow, but Professor Tong hurriedly waved his hand, and then 

hastily picked out a few people to follow first. Now Ji Feng’s attitude was not very clear, so if so many 

people gathered around him in a huff, in case they made Ji Feng feel impatient, then none of them 

would be able to watch. 

However, Professor Tong was intentional in his selection of people, and he picked people from each 

different area of expertise, so that whatever Ji Feng did, he could at least ensure that they all had 

someone who could read it. 

The alpha ore was quickly brought in, and then Ji Feng started experimenting. 

The first thing he had to do was to refine and purify the ore, purifying and refining the alpha ore, which 

originally had a lot of impurities, into an energy block suitable for being a laser gun energy source, and 

then processing it into an energy source. 

Professor Tong and the others also knew this principle, but how to purify and refine the alpha ore into 

an energy source was something they did not understand. This is like everyone knows that the atomic 

bomb uses the destructive power of nuclear reactions to kill and injure the enemy, everyone knows this 

in the end, but the problem is, how to use this principle to make the atomic bomb, the vast majority of 

people do not know. 

Now it was the same thing. Professor Tong knew that the alpha ore had to be purified, but how exactly 

to do it was unknown. 

So they watched extremely carefully and attentively, especially the technicians in several specialised 

fields, such as those concerning metallurgy, who did not bat an eye for fear of missing any steps. 

But what reassured them slightly was that Ji Feng’s movements were not fast when he was doing it, and 

could even be said to be very calm and steady, with each movement being clear and easy to remember. 

What was slightly uncomfortable, however, was that the equipment that Ji Feng used was one that he 

had brought with him. The equipment was not large, and it was surprising that it could fit in just one 

suitcase. 



Moreover, looking at the equipment was very rough, and there were still lines exposed in many places, 

so people could not help but feel a bit worried, afraid that if they accidentally touched the wires off or 

which line was on the wrong side would cause the equipment to malfunction or function wrongly. 

But soon, some people’s minds were not on this, but were drawn to Ji Feng’s experiment. 

They only saw Ji Feng use a small iron dustpan to hold up some of the alpha ore that had been broken 

up by the crusher, then pour it into a small funnel and heat it up at high temperature, during which Ji 

Feng used that device of his to make some liquid that tasted somewhat fragrant and added it to the 

powdered alpha ore …… 

Then again, a scene that left everyone stunned appeared. 

…… saw that as the heat continued to heat up, the powdered alpha ore added to that liquid, the 

temperature rose rapidly, and as the funnel was inverted, a fiery red thick liquid flowed out, through the 

strainer, and then into the mold that had been prepared. 

A thick, jelly-like substance the size of an adult’s thumb was formed, while at the bottom of the funnel 

were some large particles of dregs. 

The people around stared motionlessly at Ji Feng’s hands, while Professor Tong swept a glance from 

time to time from the faces of the others, only to find that all those people were surprisingly frowning, 

as if they had encountered some difficult problem. 

Professor Tong could not help but be a little puzzled, this practice of Ji Feng was very simple, even if he 

was not in the field of metallurgy, he was able to understand, this is the process of refining and purifying 

the ore, only, because it is only an experiment now the dosage is relatively small, so this is why this kind 

of small equipment is used, but the principle should be no problem. 

But why did he find that several technicians were frowning, did they not understand? 

Professor Tong wanted to ask quietly, but seeing that Ji Feng had not stopped, he could only suppress 

the doubts in his heart and watch patiently. 

About an hour or so later, the first refinement and purification was completed, there was a break and a 

waiting process in between, and Professor Tong took this opportunity to call those few technicians aside 

and ask them about the situation. 

However, those few technicians were all unable to help but shake their heads. 

“Professor Tong, we didn’t see it.” One technician said, and the others all nodded their heads to indicate 

that they likewise all did not understand. 

This caused Professor Tong to be stunned, “Didn’t understand? You are all in this field of expertise, how 

could you not understand? Moreover, could it be that several of you did not understand?” 

Several people nodded their heads at the same time. 

“Hey~ This is strange, I have seen and understood it, but you all actually didn’t?” Professor Tong said, 

“Isn’t he just refining and purifying the ore after crushing it, don’t you all know this?” 



“Professor Tong, of course we understand this.” One of them laughed bitterly, “But the key point is not 

this, but the process of refining and purifying the ore, and the parameters, and the various technical 

specifications, and so on, that’s the key point!” 

Another person then said, “Yes, Professor Tong, there are too many parameters, such as how far to 

crush the ore, how much the particles should be within the diameter, how to refine and purify it, the 

temperature and so on, all of which have strict requirements, but these can’t be seen just by standing 

by!” 

“So that’s how it is!” 

Professor Tong nodded slowly and asked the others, “You all didn’t understand it either?” 

The remaining few people also couldn’t help but nod bitterly. 

Professor Tong was at a loss for words, originally he had planned to learn the technology in stages 

through this way, but he did not expect that even these few technicians watching in front of him did not 

understand it. 

“The key is that equipment!” 

One of the technicians suddenly said, “That equipment of his is very rudimentary, with only a simple 

electronic thermometer and hardly any other instruments, which makes us unable to see those 

technical indicators at all.” 

Speaking of this, several people were a bit speechless. 

The equipment that Ji Feng brought with him was really too rudimentary, although it seemed to have all 

the guts of a sparrow, but, like those convenient experimental equipment such as meters barometers 

and so on, none of these things, which made them not know the technical indicators even if they were 

watching from the side, and there was no need to mention whether they could learn or not. 

Professor Tong deliberately said, “Then later I will find a way to let him use the equipment in the 

workshop, later you have to watch carefully!” 

Several technicians nodded their heads. 

Professor Tong stood in place and deliberated for a moment, then with a smile on his face, he walked 

over to Ji Feng who was sitting on a chair resting and drinking tea, and smiled, “Mr. Ji, is the experiment 

still going well?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “It’s only just started, it’s not too bad!” 

“That’s good that it went well!” 

Professor Tong laughed: “I see that the equipment you’re using is a bit rudimentary, I was worried that it 

might affect the experiment …… Mr. Ji, how about this, just tell me directly what equipment you need, 

as long as it’s not too special I’ll definitely find a way to help you arrange it, so don’t use that equipment 

you have next Right?” 

A smile surfaced on Ji Feng’s face, “Sure, no problem!” 



Professor Tong didn’t expect Ji Feng to agree so quickly, which rather surprised him a bit, but it was 

good that Ji Feng could agree, so he immediately said, “Then it’s done!” 

 


